LAWYERS AND THE POWER OF COMMUNITY: THE STORY OF SOUTH ARDMORE
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As an educator I need to be constantly "reading" the world inhabited by the grassroots with which I work, that world that is their immediate context and the wider world of which they are part. What I mean is that on no account may I make little of or ignore in my contact with such groups the knowledge they acquire from direct experience and out of which they live. Or their way of explaining the world, which involves their comprehension of their role and presence in it.

Paulo Freire

I want to applaud the Editorial Board of The John Marshall Law Review for creating a forum for community organizers, public interest lawyers, and scholars from law schools and other parts of the academy to engage in dialogue. Saul Alinsky might find this gathering either ironic or offensive. He had little patience for academics, and was suspicious of professionals who possessed the keys to gates and kingdoms that kept other people — "lay people" — out. Both lawyers and
researchers often claim professional neutrality that distances them from the messy world of non-professional activism. Many have claimed that such neutrality is unattainable; Alinsky also considered it undesirable. In an introduction to a revised edition of his classic *Reveille for Radicals*, Alinsky wrote:

> I still feel the same contempt for and still reject so-called objective decisions made without passion and anger. Objectivity, like the claim that one is nonpartisan or reasonable, is usually a defensive posture used by those who fear involvement in the passions, partisanship, conflicts, and changes that make up life; they fear life. An “objective” decision is generally lifeless. It is academic and the word “academic” is a synonym for irrelevant.

Alinsky wanted community organizers to learn from people affected by social problems and oppression. To me this means that despite his rhetoric, he certainly would have contemplated sitting with a group of academics and lawyers if he thought that it might be useful and that we could be successfully controlled.

Participating in a forum with outsiders, Alinsky might even find that community organizers, just like academics and lawyers, have much to learn from a
critical eye that shines a light on the challenge of disempowering, if well-intentioned, paternalism that often comes with the imposition of leadership and organization and their links to power. There is no small measure of manipulation and paternalism in Alinsky's methods for organizing communities. Just one example is the story, meant to be exemplary, from an organizer’s report of how he got “prominent leader” George Sherry to join the People’s Organization. The organizer came up with a plan whereby members of the People’s Organization would act secretively in front of Mr. Sherry in order to pique his curiosity and play to his pride, in a ploy to goad him into joining the cause. This was accomplished through deception, and not through persuasion grounded in the merits or substance of the organization. Vignettes such as these evoke elitist strains of Marxism. Lenin developed the idea of a vanguard, which called for groups of elite intellectuals who would be able to show the masses how they had been duped. The vanguard, as its name implies, is a necessary fore-
runner to a mass movement. Such perspectives see ordinary people as incapable of comprehending their subordination and the forces that work to constrain their choices. In Reveille for Radicals, community organizers sometimes seem like the vanguard that will awaken community members to their shared interests in challenging various establishment organizations and practices.

Today, forty years after Alinsky wrote the words quoted above and fifty years after the publication of his first edition of Reveille for Radicals, we sit here together and think about his legacy and what it means for social change in our own times. We must remember that Alinsky was both a visionary and a product of his times. As C. Wright Mills has famously described, we are all influenced by the intersection of our individual biography and history, which we cannot completely transcend. Community organizing has been enriched by Alinsky’s vision and methods, but it is, like all social change projects, a work in progress. In this Article, I outline some of the
discussion surrounding the relationship between law and community organizing. Following that, I tell the story of our community organizing efforts in South Ardmore, in order to set the stage for a case study analysis of South Ardmore as illustrative of the way that grassroots community organizers think about whether or not to employ legal strategies and lawyers. Finally, I try to move us to a more fluid way of thinking about and assessing such collaborations that recognize the knowledge, experience, and wisdom of indigenous community organizers, whatever their social status, and the ways lawyers can partner with them for effective social change while avoiding the kind of cooptation and disempowerment that Alinsky fought in his organizing efforts.

I. Beware: Lawyers May be Hazardous to Your Community Organizing

Susan Stall and Randy Stoecker define community organizing as:

th[e] process of building a mobilizable community . . . It involves the ‘craft’ of building an enduring network of people, who identify with common ideals and who can act
on the basis of those ideals. In practice, it is much more than micromobilization or framing strategy. Community organizing can, in fact, refer to the entire process of organizing relationships, identifying issues, mobilizing around those issues, and building an enduring organization.\textsuperscript{10}

Hunt and Benford identify four components of collective identity that are central to the creation and sustenance of social movements and social movement organizations, which in turn feed collective identity: “the collaborative work that individuals do on behalf of a social movement or social movement organizations,”\textsuperscript{11} solidarity or “esprit de corps”,\textsuperscript{12} commitment or staying power,\textsuperscript{13} and a “shared sense of we-ness and collective agency.”\textsuperscript{14}

Conventional wisdom states that engagement with lawyers is dangerous to community organizing. Many of the critiques center on the threat that legal action and lawyers pose to the areas of collective identity and agency that are so critical to organizing and sustaining community organizations and grassroots social change efforts. Lawyers tend to take over, disempower, or re-channel precious energy and other
resources away from important activities in which community organizations engage.\textsuperscript{15} Much legal work is done by professionals rather than laypeople, and thus does not provide opportunities for collective action and agency. Empirical studies show a general picture of lawyers who subordinate their clients’ interests to a variety of professional and workplace exigencies, goals, and interests.\textsuperscript{16} Lawyers often disrespect their clients and treat them poorly.\textsuperscript{17}

Some view lawyers as almost inherently detrimental to organizing efforts. Steve Bachman has written widely on the subject as a lawyer for the national group the Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN). He portrays lawyers and legal strategies as removed from those who are fighting for a cause.\textsuperscript{18} Lawyers diffuse movement energies and they consume precious resources. They are also tied to the establishment in various ways, which can make their motivation (and advice) suspect. Lawyers need to be seen as “normal” to establishment figures. In order to operate in legal arenas, other
lawyers and judges must view them as legitimate: “We are the lawyers for controversial, often militant clients. Our primary objective is to serve them effectively. We cannot do this if judges and other attorneys see us as hirsute hippies.”  

Others have noted that the professional role separates lawyers and their clients, whether these are social movements, organizations, or individuals. Lawyers’ professional role, one that must be assumed in order to be of value to the clients, alienates them from these groups in a way that is often distressing to lawyers who align themselves with their clients politically and philosophically.

Critics paint the law and legal tactics as the worst possible combination or power and impotence. One of the ways in which critics of legal action envision lawyers and lawyers can be a death knell to a social movement is through the impotence of legal remedies, particularly those that are court-based. One of the more famous critiques of litigation for social change was put forth Gerald Rosenberg,
tracks the failure of Supreme Court victories to achieve meaningful change. According to Bachman,

[w]hat the lawyers do is less important than whether and how various social groups organize themselves. Despite mythologies that have developed, the lawyerly approach did not implement, in any significant way, the meaningful social changes that have occurred in the United States during the twentieth century.\textsuperscript{22}

The ineffectiveness of the law is part of what adds to its danger. Legal action is often drawn-out and expensive. It takes steam out of other avenues of protest and change, and may lull people into false hope and complacency. If it does not bring about desired changes, resources might be better spent elsewhere.

It is important to note, however, that the ineffectiveness of the law is not an entirely uncontroversial point. Certainly any change that makes a difference to even a small number of beneficiaries makes a difference to those people, and what we measure as change will go a long way to informing our understanding of success.\textsuperscript{23} Socio-legal
scholarship has also pointed to the role of symbolic change, as exemplified in David Engel and Frank Munger’s study of the importance of the Americans with Disabilities Act to individuals with disabilities and potential and current employers, regardless of whether or not they planned to litigate claims under the law.\textsuperscript{24} Frances Raday has noted that the increasing proliferation of lawyers may also be due to failure of other state and social institutions in upholding the rule of law and insuring justice. In other words, despite the recognition that the law falls far short of its potential, as do those who wield it, lawyers might be able to help community organizers blast inroads through otherwise unresponsive bureaucracies or systems.\textsuperscript{25} Just as the organizers cited by Quigley point to the necessity of employing lawyers, it is more the failure of other venues of change than the promise of the law that make lawyers and their tools appealing.

The law and legal forums in which lawyers practice can be confusing, even hostile, to
laypersons. Indeed, most people do not encounter the law voluntarily; they are either prompted by unfortunate circumstances to invoke the law or the legal process is forced upon them by other individuals or by the state. David Dominguez described the experience of the low-income community members’ served by his law school clinic. They were “tentative, if not paralyzed, in their actions due to second guessing themselves constantly in a world of restraining orders, divorce proceedings, child removal hearings, custody claims, domestic violence calls, and other family based legal actions.” Dominguez’s clinic clients and local agencies shared a frustration “with a society prone to finding answers in legal claims.” Dominguez’ and his law students helped clients and agencies collaborate to find ways to scale back the intrusive presence of the legal system. Dominguez pushes away from the law, arguing that conciliation and dialogue is better for marginalized groups. But, what if no one is listening, or engaging in dialogue? Dominguez’ calls for a reduction in use of the law
(and the lawyer) from community organizing. At the same time, however, he employs law students, and likely the power of the law school in which the clinic is housed, to engage other agencies and accomplish his goals.

Recent voices call for and envision a role for lawyers in social struggles, even as they remain cautious of engaging lawyers in community organizing efforts. Proponents of what Gerald López has famously called “rebellious lawyering,” a model which is designed to eliminate some of the pitfalls of “regnant lawyering” for social change, warn against the dangerous potential for disempowerment, cooptation, and re-inscription of inequality. In many ways, the chief weapon that rebellious lawyering models provide is their knowledge of the potential harm that lawyering poses, which allows them to be alert to such dangers and consciously work against them. Accordingly, rebellious lawyering models remain highly skeptical of lawyers’ roles and the risks that lawyers pose to community organizing and social change.
efforts. Cause lawyering literature suggests a greater fluidity of power. Many people use the law strategically for their own goals, including use as a tool to challenge dominant identities and narratives, and what the law condones as acceptable and possible. Our relationship with the law and, whether and how we should employ legal tools, is under constant negotiation.

In an article unusual in its focus on the experience of the organizers, William Quigley interviewed three seasoned, savvy organizers on the use of lawyers and the law. They viewed lawyers and legal processes as almost inherently disempowering, but necessary. Those who have relatively little power are often unable to choose the arenas in which they fight or even to choose the parameters of their fights. Powers of the weak are never optimal and always contain their own dangers; this is how the so-called choice to work with lawyers is viewed by many organizers. Those who approach lawyers and the law with this trepidation point to the need to control the
process and their lawyers. Using the oft-quoted maxim, Quigley advocates models in which lawyers are “on tap rather than on top.” These models, which we might call Control Models, maximize laypeople’s active participation in external and internal decision-making processes and representation. Control can be imposed, as in the case where the community organization hires the lawyer and acts with the power of its purse. Control can also be voluntary, when lawyers share the goals of the community or subscribe to a model of lawyering in which the community organization takes the lead. These types of control are not mutually exclusive.

In my research with legal services lawyers and clients, I found that lawyers and clients were well aware of many of the pitfalls of the lawyer-client relationship. However, they conceived of the work that they did together as important and necessary, and developed an ethic that obligated lawyers and clients to make use of available legal tools, despite the dangers. Lawyers and clients can work to create
change within the constraints of any given reality. This requires getting beyond the paralysis that the fear of using imperfect tools involves. It means taking action while doing the best they can to mitigate negative consequences. It also requires reflection and re-thinking as lawyers and clients move forward, together, so that they can amend and change their actions as necessary.

Scholars who share the view of lawyers as a necessary evil focus on how communities can work with lawyers while minimizing their potential to harm organizations, communities or movements. For example, Bachman explores when and how community organizers should employ the services of a lawyer. Bachman’s rather prescriptive advice is grounded in one model of organization and one model of lawyering. He delineates specific situations in which organizations should use lawyers. His chief concern seems to be how best to set up a system in which the community organizers retain control of the legal process, once an organization determines that recourse to a lawyer
is appropriate. One common theme that appears in the Control Model is that organizations should seek lawyers who are open to organizers and sympathetic about issues and concerns that organizers deem relevant.\(^\text{42}\) This makes it more likely that lawyers will subordinate goals and strategy to organizers or community members. For Bachman and ACORN, this was accomplished through constructing a client-professional relationship akin to an in-house counsel whereby Bachman worked chiefly for ACORN, although this model went through a number of iterations.\(^\text{43}\)

In a review of socio-legal scholarship that examines lawyers and clients in different practices areas and settings, Lynn Mather corroborates a trend of dominance and takeover by lawyers.\(^\text{44}\) Clients’ success at pushing back to retain control, and differences in lawyers domination appear to vary with the different levels of client savvy, participation, and direction as well as different levels of deference that had to do with power dynamics. Money and dependence make a difference; “lack of a working
relationship between lawyer and client, or an imbalance of power between them, affects how lawyers approach the task of client representation.”⁴⁵

Mather’s examples, including references to Susan Olson’s study of disability rights organizations,⁴⁶ show that community organizations can be on the powerful side of this differential. In its power balance, this is similar to what Bachman portrays in ACORN and what Scott Cummings shows in union organizing to oppose WAL-Mart. These all portray well-educated, savvy organizers who are working with deferential lawyers, in which both groups were willing to think creatively and strategically about what kind of law to use and the goals of the legal strategy.⁴⁷

However, it is important to note that these are organized and existing groups that already have some power and cachet. This makes them stand out as different from more nascent or less organized community groups and interests which might be more vulnerable to lawyer domination.
Focusing on the other side of the equation, lawyers can also take steps to inflict minimal damage.\textsuperscript{48} Deference and the lawyer’s willingness to be open to her clients’ direction also seems to be a function of the lawyers’ approach to lawyering. Lawyers who subscribe to a participatory model are, not surprisingly, more likely to be deferential to clients even when power dynamics do not weight representation in this direction.\textsuperscript{49} Other factors that might decrease the dangers of lawyer domination and increase the likelihood of complementarity between the work of lawyers and organizers are a sense of affinity or altruism, or benefits that accrue to the lawyers.\textsuperscript{50} The merits of a case, the name recognition that publicity might afford, or coherence with other goals (including political goals) might also help clients retain control of their lawyers and legal strategy.

Alicia Alvarez suggests that lawyers and community groups engage in a process of lawyering with a broader shared vision or goals in mind.\textsuperscript{51} This provides a framework for mutual commitment. While
this may ensure a better working relationship, lawyers
with such a larger goal in mind may be even more
likely to abandon the desires of individuals and local
groups who engaged them in pursuit of a larger goal.
Classic examples of these are the NAACP’s Legal
Defense Fund regarding the plaintiffs in school
desegregation cases and Sarah Weddington’s
representation of Norma McCrae in Roe v. Wade.
Money and power, in this case, might ensure better
compliance with movement goals and strategies than
altruism, particularly when the lawyer and client
disagree over their understanding of what strategies
best serve the lawyer’s own goals.

Community organizations may be well-situated to
appreciate the difficulty in effectuating change
outside of legal venues. Organizations that have
faced opposition or have not been heard may desire
lawyers and legal action to increase their leverage.
In his review of the essays published in a 1985 Law
and Policy Review special issue devoted to law and
community organizing, Rick Abel noted “common
emphases” among the articles. He criticized the first such emphasis, as follows:

First, law must be subordinated to other modes of activism and other disciplines; indeed, legal means of resolving problems should be avoided whenever possible, for they tend to reinforce the client’s experience of powerlessness. The difficulty with following this precept is that clients (especially individuals) consult with lawyers in the first place because they have been trained to defer to and depend on professionals, and it is difficult, in a few brief encounters, to overcome a lifetime of socialization in the culture of professionalization.

In this model, which we might call the Relative Control Model, community organizers and lawyers are more concerned with their lack of power and control over external forces. They opt to use lawyers not out of naïveté about the legal process or lawyers, but as a strategic decision. Community organizers have perceived that they are likely to have more control over their lawyers and legal strategies than they are to control their opponents.

Here, I use a case study to discuss some of the ways in which the synergy of lawyers and community
organizations is less a zero sum game and the ways in which they can enhance or amplify work toward, rather than take away from, community organizing goals. In doing so, I originally intended to draw on empirical research that I conducted with legal services clients and lawyers as well as collaborations between social science researchers and community organizations. As this paper was unfolding, however, I have had the opportunity to experience the relationship of community organizing to lawyers as a community member who is trying to organize and lead a sustainable grass roots campaign on the local government. In taking this perspective, I find that much of the discussion around disempowerment, domination and controlling lawyers is less central to my experience as a community member and as an indigenous organizer. This is not so much because my community or I have any better understanding of the legal and social situation in which we find ourselves. Indeed, I believe that the literature does not give sufficient credit to the savvy and knowledge of communities and indigenous
organizers,\textsuperscript{56} nor to their perception of relative powerlessness when weighing the use of legal tools. It is important to note that, as an indigenous organizer, my perspective is different than that of a lawyer or of a professional organizer, the model that Alinsky espoused.\textsuperscript{57} As such, we were less concerned with building a formal organization or in a particular strategy or approach than we were with nurturing a sustainable community and addressing issues of importance to us. While some might believe that such perspectives are short-sighted, there are models of organizing that view them as more conducive to fundamental change and more sustainable over time.\textsuperscript{58} This perspective is often absent from such discussions, which are largely authored by and for professional organizers or lawyers, and it is the perspective of those purported to be served by these professionals which is reviewed here.

In the tradition of much of legal scholarship, I share the story that has helped me think differently about the relationship of lawyers to social change.
While I have been engaged in social change efforts as a researcher, and thus as the so-called professional or expert, I am currently viewing such efforts from the other side, as a parent, a community member, and an indigenous organizer. I believe that the disjunct between what I read and our community’s concerns is instructive. While every mobilization effort is unique, each story can offer a valuable strand to the ongoing discussion. As our small group of neighbors contemplated and ultimately pursued legal action, being on this side provides a humbling and valuable vantage point from which to explore collaborations between lawyers and grass roots social change mobilization efforts.

II. Redistricting in the Lower Merion School District (LMSD)

I live in a neighborhood in which our public schools were redistricted. Over the past forty years, five redistricting plans have been debated, adopted, and implemented. According to residents, these have all adversely impacted South Ardmore. A neighborhood elementary school and a neighborhood
middle school were closed under consolidation of school populations, eliminating schools in the South Ardmore community that were within walking distance and were attended by those living in that community. Later, redistricting split up South Ardmore, the community with the highest racial and ethnic minority population rates. A line drawn down the middle of the community sent half of South Ardmore to one elementary and middle school; the other half was sent to another elementary and middle school. This zoning also split the groups of students into LMSD’s two high schools, Harriton High School (“Harriton”) and Lower Merion High School (“LMHS”). Despite the rezoning, because LMHS was a neighborhood high school approximately one mile from the farthest point of South Ardmore, students zoned for Harriton could choose to attend LMHS, allowing the entire high school community of South Ardmore to attend school together.

What LMSD saw as desegregation might have been initially viewed as beneficial. But, many members of the African American community now believe that the
bifurcation of the community and dilution of students dispersed among the schools is detrimental to the African American community regardless of the benefits that might accrue to the predominantly white school population. Further, a consistent achievement gap has led many to distrust the School Board’s commitment to any kind of meaningful integration or addressing the needs of a diverse student population. For these reasons, the open high school attendance option was highly valued as a bright spot in the otherwise bleak landscape of school zoning policies created by the Lower Merion School Board ("School Board").

The 2009 redistricting effort was deemed necessary following a School Board decision to equalize enrollment between LMHS and Harriton, both of which are being entirely rebuilt. Because of district density, Harriton is farther away for the majority of district residents than is LMHS. In the final stages of planning, my community, which represents half of South Ardmore, was targeted for busing four and half
miles away to Harriton. LMHS is an easy walking distance of six tenths of a mile from my house.

The complaints were many. The neighborhood of South Ardmore crystallized opposition to Plan 3,\(^6\) which eliminated the walk option. Initial opposition to Plan 3 focused on the hypocrisy of the school district’s seeking credits for building environmentally-friendly schools\(^6\) while eliminating a walk zone for 150 high-school students.\(^6\) The two communities most impacted by the plan, North Narberth and South Ardmore, are the two primary communities in which many people choose to live due to the accessibility of train transport and a town area accessible on foot. South Ardmore is also a community with the least socio-economic resources in the District; one of the few with families that do not have cars because they cannot afford them and the highest percentage of children eligible for subsidized school meals. The option to attend LMHS helped students and their families in these areas because that high school is within walking distance, and there
is public bus service from Ardmore to LMHS. Harriton is accessible neither by public transportation nor on foot.

Concerns over fairness of the process were also raised. South Ardmore and North Narberth felt that they were being asked to bear all of the burdens of the redistricting while reaping no benefits, a pattern that has been consistent across redistricting efforts that have taken place since the 1970’s. While most of us are by no means poor, the combination of academics, blue collar workers, and low-income families that make up my neighborhood believe that the allocation of burdens and benefits in the final plan was not coincidental. In the wake of prior redistricting, community members also opposed the plan on the grounds that our community is once again being “used” to diversify a district that is otherwise racially and socioeconomically homogenous. Many saw LMSD slideshows introducing Plans 1, 2, and 3 (see below) that contained percentage breakdowns of low-
income and minority students as evidence of this intent.

The neighborhood of South Ardmore as a whole, and the African American community in particular, has felt intermittently targeted and ignored over the past forty years, according to whatever is most convenient to LMSD’s all-white School Board, none of whom hail from our neighborhood. In one particularly poignant testimony, an Ardmore parent recounted his own difficult experience as a “the only black child” in his class, noting that one of the reasons he moved to South Ardmore is that he did not wish this experience for his children.66 Another community member, recounting similar childhood experiences, compared the dilution of the African American community to a “sprinkling of pepper” into “two soups” and said that pursuing diversity so that “you can feel better about your white high schools” was unfair to minorities.67

In a letter to the Philadelphia Inquirer, one white resident summed up the feelings in the
neighborhood about the redistricting process and the plan that emerged from it:

Some would argue that since both high schools in the Lower Merion redistricting plan are good schools, there should be no room for complaint. This completely misses the point and comes dangerously close to blaming the victim.

A white school board, by a 6-2 vote; a white superintendent; and a white consultant carve a line through a small, historically African American community. Although one school is within walking distance, those on one side of the line will be bused to another school several miles away. And yet, the African American community is to be grateful. It is unconscionable. It's time for the Lower Merion School District to address its race-relations problem.68

Some raised the claim that opponents of the redistricting plan complaints are petty in light of the fact that the District is creating two state-of-the-art high schools in which learning conditions are excellent in comparison with those of other districts.69 These imply that we should consider ourselves lucky. While the merits or even the import of the claims are debatable, I am less interested (for the purposes of this article, at least) in whether or
not they are objectively verifiable or of merit. Here, what are important are the perceptions of organizers and their assessment of organizing tactics.

III. Organizing Opposition to Plan 3

The opposition to the plan from the affected community in South Ardmore was vocal and sustained. A number of community efforts were made to organize. Residents who saw this as a pattern linked it to other past community efforts. They created a coalition that would work to address what we saw as institutionalized, if not intentional, racism as well as other forms of inequity exposed by the redistricting process. Organizing efforts over email and in neighborhood meetings in homes and public venues, such as our local library, considered a number of actions. One of the actions we debated was legal recourse.

Similar to the low-income legal services clients that I have written about (and their lawyers), our community was not naïve about the legal process, nor did it have some vision of the law or the lawyer as a
savior. On the other hand, the skepticism (or realism) with which we approached the legal process came as an advantage. We knew that legal remedies can be lengthy. In our case, this meant that for people with older children any remedy that might be achieved would come too late, which likely made people more hesitant to invest resources toward legal tactics. We knew it would be costly perhaps to the point of being unsustainable. Many of those proposing legal action saw it as a leveraging tactic, hoping that the threat of legal action would induce the School Board to make concessions, thus allowing us to not to pursue legal action very far into the process. We also knew that, like any tactic, it might not work.

Legal action was hotly debated among opponents of redistricting, a group that eventually organized officially as Lower Merion Voices United for Equity in Education (“LMVUE”), for some of the reasons that have been cited in the literature as well as others. In spite of what the literature suggests, LMVUE members and others have continued to organize
opposition to redistricting and advocate in other areas, even after we hired a lawyer. Those who agreed with this course of action viewed it as one tool among many, although those who were skeptical of the School Board and the openness of the process viewed this as one of the few tools likely to succeed. Actions that continued even as we began to work with a lawyer included attending school board meetings, providing oral testimony at school board meetings that was also broadcasted on local television, disruption of School Board meetings, reaching out to local news print and television media that led to media coverage, letter-writing, picketing of the township and school board meetings, lobbying of individual school board members, outreach to other elected officials, and ongoing efforts to support candidates running against incumbent School Board members for the next School Board election, and pro se filing of complaints with the Department of Education’s Office of Civil Rights and the Pennsylvania Human Rights Commission. In the section that follows, I write about the advantages and
disadvantages that we, as parents and organizers (some of whom are also academics), viewed when considering legal action. I raise considerations that have not been prominent in the literature, but nevertheless may be important to community organizing efforts and can shed light on further considerations that we all must weigh.

IV. Debating legal action

Whether or not to retain a lawyer was a contentious decision among community members. Disempowerment, however, was not the focus of our concern. Contrary to what the literature suggests, we were not concerned about a lawyer “taking over” our efforts. Many of us would have been relieved to hand over what had become a time-consuming, frustrating, and seemingly unwinnable task of convincing the School Board through other channels. Even though many of us do not face the bone-wearying challenges that poverty brings, the responsibilities of jobs, children, and other community activities made it difficult for us to devote time to fighting the School Board. Most people
came to meetings at someone’s house after a long day (and for one, before a long night) of work; there were always logistics of babysitting, whether we were leaving children at home or hosting. Those of us who desired legal action were most worried that we would not be able to find and afford a lawyer willing to represent us.

Opponents of legal action cited a number of concerns. Some thought it was naïve to rely on legal action, with one person (who identified herself as a former lawyer) chiding the email list for envisioning an Erin Brockovich scenario in which the legal action saves the day. Opponents felt that legal action would be long, drawn out, and ultimately unsatisfying. Concerns were raised about whether this was the best use of resources. We did not have enough money to retain a lawyer to mount a full-fledged fight, and it was clear that legal action could only be an adjunct to our work. If legal action became protracted, we were unsure whether we could raise money to sustain it. LMSD has a reputation for being litigious, and
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for drawing out legal action. This was based on anecdotal knowledge gleaned from discussions with attorneys and the experiences of community members who had resorted to legal action to advocate for a variety of district services, such as accommodations under individualized educational programs (IEPs) mandated by law. Consideration of community knowledge helped us to assess our opponent in contemplating legal action.

Another twist on the funding of legal action is the concern that we would pay for any legal action twice. The first time we would pay directly to our lawyer. Should LMSD choose to respond, we would again be paying as LMSD funds legal services with our tax dollars. Not only would this be burden that would come back to haunt us, but we also feared it would engender hostility of other communities.

V. Conciliation or Conflict Politics

What came through in much of the debate regarding whether to resort to legal action is that community members had different opinions about the value of conflict versus conciliation, either generally or as a
strategic matter. As a strategic matter, there was debate about what tactic was most likely to be successful. Some wanted to wait until the School Board had voted before pursuing legal action. Waiting would portray opponents as well-behaved, cooperative, and having faith in the democratic process and in the integrity of School Board members. Legal action might make School Board members who were wavering in our favor ignore our concerns, or doubt the merit or worthiness of our “citizenship.” Classic social movement literature recognizes the importance of persuading those who might be neutral or even somewhat sympathetic to join a cause.

McCarthy and Zald provide a helpful analytical framework for understanding the strategic hesitation in seeking legal action that might be viewed as contentious and un-neighborly. According to McCarthy and Zald, adherents are those people or organizations that believe in goals set out by social movement actors; these would include LMVUE members, who have officially “signed on” to the mission of the
organization, as well as individuals who testified in opposition to the various plans. We also sought to persuade people to provide resources, material or otherwise, to support our cause; individuals or organizations so converted are referred to as “constituents”. We reached out to the Ardmore business community, who had an interest in local high school students who frequent their establishments (and are part of their labor force), and township residents who we believed would oppose the redistricting on a variety of grounds, including potential tax implications and environmental concerns. Some of these individuals, businesses and organizations provided funding or support in other forms, such as communicating with the School Board and local elected officials on our behalf.

We believed that adherents and constituents, who identified with the interests of organizations, were less likely to be persuaded or dissuaded by legal action. The Ardmore business community had a history of litigation with the township, a further indication
that legal tactics would not be anathema. In fact, some members of the business coalition counseled us that based on their own experience, legal action would be our only chance of success. We were more concerned with what “bystander publics,” relating to those undecided individuals who have not taken a stand on the goals of social movements and who may be potential adherents or even constituents (or opponents). As noted above, the concern that legal action would alienate potential allies within the School District and future alliances regarding other School Board decisions was especially important in light of the history of redistricting, which indicated that the current redistricting would not be the end of inequitable School Board actions.

Proponents of legal action largely advanced arguments based on skepticism that our voices would be heard and considered by LMSD and the School Board, which was ultimately borne out by the School Board decision. We had “inside information” that despite the testimony and forums for community input, the
School Board members had already decided. The School Board also seemed to be impervious to picketing, critical print and television media coverage, and to behind-the-scenes efforts of other elected officials including a State Representative and two township Commissioners who intervened on our behalf. Many felt that the threat of a lawsuit might persuade the School Board. However, most were also skeptical as to whether the threat would be sufficient, and envisioned that only legal action would be able to force an unresponsive School Board to change their decision. Such signals even came from some of the elected officials involved in the process.  

In an oft-cited quote, Frances Fox Piven and Richard Cloward conclude their historic analysis of poor people’s movements in the United States with the observation that “a placid poor get nothing, but a turbulent poor sometimes gets something.” This applies not only to the poor, but to those who are relatively powerless. Good behavior and obediently following the process laid out by the School Board,
many told us, had also gotten South Ardmore absolutely nowhere in prior redistricting. Ultimately, those people who advocated for legal action did so because they had lost hope in the process. Crossing into the territory of conflict politics, which would include legal tactics, appeared to most of us as necessary. Proponents of legal action believed that fellow opponents to Plans 3 who counseled conciliatory action as the best strategy were largely deluding themselves.

It would be a mistake, however, to assume that those who opposed legal action did so only for strategic concerns. Another concern was for community. If our actions caused another group in the district to be treated unfavorably, then this would engender bad feelings. Whatever the outcome, there were also concerns about alienating School Board members and other people in the School District. Our immediate community of reference is Ardmore, but our children attend school with children from other parts of the District. These children are on the same soccer teams, belong to the same religious and social
communities, and are friends. Members of LMVUE who interacted at school and social events with School Board members who voted for the plan and with friends who supported the plan noted their discomfort in these interactions, which interfered with existing social networks. Legal action seemed to ratchet up the conflict, and many worried that it would create further, perhaps irreparable, fissures among families in the School District. This meant that even those who supported legal action as strategically feasible, even desirable, were hesitant to embrace it and sought a step-by-step process accompanied by community outreach to explain our position and our understanding of why this was necessary in order to mitigate potential alienation.

VI. Public Interest or Private Lawyers

When we initially considered legal action that required lawyers, we saw ourselves, broadly, as having two options. One option was a non-profit public interest law firm. The Public Interest Law Center of Philadelphia (PILCOP) is a well respected non-profit
that that fights for equity in education, among other
causes.\textsuperscript{81} PILCOP had a pending class action lawsuit
against LMSD. \textit{Blunt v. LMSD}\textsuperscript{82} was filed on behalf of
individual students and their parents together with
the NAACP and a local advocacy organization, Concerned
Black Parents, regarding the segregation of African
American students with disabilities from the general
school population. PILCOP was attractive for a number
of reasons. The first, and initially the most
important, was that representation by PILCOP would be
free. Representation by PILCOP would mean that we
would bear some onus of time and effort, particularly
regarding fact-gathering, but these were activities we
were currently engaged in for our other organizing
efforts and they drew on existing expertise within the
group.

A second advantage of working with PILCOP was
that, in our minds, there was overlap between our
cause and the \textit{Blunt} litigation. Although most of the
plaintiffs in \textit{Blunt} are anonymous, we believed that
they most likely came from the affected area. We had
been in close contact with the head of the local NAACP chapter regarding organizing efforts. We also had some indication from PILCOP that the suits might strengthen each other. PILCOP was sympathetic to the case, and representatives spent many hours with us in individual meetings and in town-hall style meetings at the local library. Lastly, as I discuss in greater detail below, PILCOP is a well-respected organization, and we believe it would validate our claim as objectively valid; as a non-profit it would not be pursuing the claims for financial reward, but because of intrinsic merit. We believed that this had moral cachet that might be persuasive to the media, the school board, and other district residents.

Our second choice was a private attorney. Initial attempts to find a private attorney in our community who could and would take the case pro bono failed. The perceived need to act did not allow us the luxury of a full blown search and interview process, and we ended up with one lawyer who was willing to work with us. Identified through the
family of an involved parent, this attorney
specialized in special education cases and had
successfully sued the LMSD in an Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act ("IDEA") case. Although he
lived in the district, his children attended private
school. This meant that he was familiar with the
problems we faced as well as the legal and
bureaucratic apparatus we were up against, but that he
had personal distance from the outcome. He was
willing to act quickly and he had a good track record
as far as we knew, but he did charge us. Together we
decided to take legal action on a step-by-step basis,
reviewing the merit of continuing legal action at each
decision point.

Subsequently, we realized that there were a
number of benefits in choosing a private attorney,
despite the PILCOP’s advantages. Perhaps the most
important one is that we were his client, rather than
the larger cause that circumscribed PILCOP’s
willingness to act on our behalf. PILCOP did write a
six-page letter to the School Board just prior to
making its final decision on the proposed plan, advising it to consider the discriminatory implications that its decision might have. While PILCOP’s lawyers told us that they sympathized with us and that our case had merit, they worried that the argument would be lost or misinterpreted. After the School Board decided in favor of Plan 3, amended in what was called Plan 3R to include a slightly increased walk zone, PILCOP decided not to represent LMVUE. It did not want to be portrayed as standing against diversity, a value that PILCOP held and promoted. For us, this confirmed what we knew in theory, which was that we were not their only clients, even if they would take the suit. Their broader mission and goals rather than our desires as clients would always inform their decisions. Even if they had agreed to represent LMVUE, our discussions with them brought home to us that their mission and choice of tactics might constrain and inform their action in other ways that we felt would hamper LMVUE. For example, PILCOP’s lawyer had told us that it might be
willing to settle if the LMSD agreed to reduce the area that was being bused, which we believed would further isolate a small minority, exacerbating the problem for that group. We found this condition unacceptable.

PILCOP were cause lawyers who, by definition, advocate in the service of a cause. These causes have primacy over and above their lawyering and their commitment to one particular client. Parallels to portrayals of cause lawyers who are willing to sacrifice their clients to benefit their cause did not extend to the nature of the relationship with PILCOP, which was much more like the relationships that Austin Sarat and William Felstiner portray in their study of divorce lawyers and clients. Sarat and Felstiner noted that the interactions they observed were far more negotiated than prior conceptions of lawyer-client relationships indicated. I have also noted mutuality in lawyer client relationships in my study of legal services lawyers and their clients, in which legal services lawyers will consider their
relationships with ongoing clients in making decisions about representation and strategies.\textsuperscript{88} Our relationship with PILCOP was negotiated; the outcome was not one-sided or a foregone conclusion on either side. There was also a measure of mutuality and interdependence, as we provided PILCOP with further information and insights on a community that may be useful in their current case. PILCOP, for their part, wrote a strongly worded six page letter to the School Board and the LMSD attorney immediately prior to the School Board decision, although they did not do so as our official representative. The latter was based on legal research, and referenced the most recent case law and clearly evidenced an expenditure of resources by PILCOP. They also provided us informal advice on other legal strategies, gave their assessment of our chances, and offered their assistance in facilitating conversation with the LMSD, should our suit fail.

\textbf{VII. Constraints on Advocacy and Protest Behavior}

While we were not concerned with being disempowered or co-opted by lawyers or the legal
process, engagement in the legal process did place constraints on those involved. There was some concern among LMVUE members that African American members of the community most affected were not participating in protest activities. While there are minority members of our group, the majority of those most visibly engaged are white. We were informed that this stemmed from a number of sources. African American community members told us that they had tried to mount similar challenges in prior redistricting processes and felt ignored. They essentially lost faith in the process, and did not think that there was any reason that the School Board would act any differently this time around. In fact, we heard that the Blunt plaintiffs were told by their lawyers not to publicly address the school board or take a public stand. The pending Blunt litigation might have thinned our numbers and so hurt the stand of LMVUE. It also silenced people who otherwise might have spoken out and “said their piece.”
LMVUE members on the legal committee, who agreed to be plaintiffs and on whose behalf our attorney wrote his initial letter to the School Board, were also advised not to speak with the Superintendent. On our part, it was not clear where the lines were. The vague sense that public actions might jeopardize our future status as plaintiffs made some of us hesitant to reach out to elected officials or school board members or to the LMSD Superintendent, and we carefully considered what we should say to the news media. In some cases, there was listserv discussion about whether these activities were permissible, and a sense that it might be necessary to check with our lawyer, which hampered the freedom we had felt earlier in making such decisions. This was burdensome to our organizing efforts. It led to confusion and created a lack of confidence in our ability to make decisions on our own. On the other hand, it also led the group to be more cautious in our public interactions.

Whether or not such restraint is beneficial or detrimental to organizing is debatable; judicious
behavior that is tamed can work against conflictual behavior that may be more likely to lead to change. On the other hand, if community organizers are aware of the ramifications of their actions, they can make more conscious choices about the level and type of conflict that suit their strategic needs and be better informed about the potential consequences of choosing particular options. Where legal knowledge is required and might affect the outcome of the case, the hesitancy to speak can be handy. Advocates can choose to follow their lawyers’ advice or not; this may depend on how invested organizers are in the legal tactics and their goal for such tactics. If legal action is largely symbolic, or if advocates and organizers do not believe that it will succeed, then perceived jeopardy to legal action might have little relevance or import. If, on the other hand, the group is invested in the legal strategy or the outcome of the case or other product of legal action, a lawyer’s judicious counseling and the impact of other movement
strategies on the legal action will (and indeed, should) receive greater consideration.

Constraints on organizing behavior were substantive as well as strategic. Substantive constraints may in fact be more concerning from a movement perspective because they cannot necessarily be reasoned by informed decision making once legal action is initiated. These are in the form of the legal arguments themselves, which are often circumscribed by the forum and the rules of that area of law. In our case, we opted for a suit against the School Board. In consulting with the private attorney and PILCOP, both informed us that the main thrust of a credible legal argument must be either in a recognized category of discrimination or cause for children and their families who were under provisions of the Individuals with Disability Act. Our claims against the School Board were much broader. We felt that the School Board’s discrimination was also based in socio-economic differences, but this was not a recognized category of discrimination. This was certainly
something we could and did raise in our testimony and organizing efforts, but it would effectively be shut out of the legal action as irrelevant.

Additionally, both of the legally recognized causes of action split our group of members. One group had a recognized legal cause of action and could participate in litigation. The other members would, at best, be recognized by the courts and the legal establishment as constituent supporters but not as full-fledged members of the affected group. The splitting of this group, according to which members had a cognizable legal claim and which did not, felt artificial to us. It seemed to imply that those claims that were not legally recognized were somehow less legitimate and less important, evoking comparisons and hierarchies, and there was some concern regarding its impact on our solidarity. If LMSD offered concessions to settle the suit, then the group who had legally recognized claims would be able to benefit while others would perhaps not reap the benefits of the settlement. The School Board had been
known to use “divide and conquer tactics” before. As a group, LMVUE and its predecessor Concerned Ardmore Parents settled this potential concern internally. It recognized the legal right of those families who could sue. We were also willing to bear the risk to the organization and to support those families (financially and otherwise) with understanding that further discrimination and unfair treatment should be rectified, even if the remedies were partial. Despite our conscious decision, we continued to be troubled by reinforcement of the racial lines of identification and the singling out of children and families with special education needs who made up a disproportionately high percentage of the affected area of South Ardmore. This is what we believed that the School Board had done to the detriment of our community; legal constructions and the legal action that relied upon them reified these categories.

What constituted a feasible legal argument was divisive in other ways as well. One concern that was shared across the township regarded the fairness of
the process. In all of the proposed redistricting plans, the School Board ignored plans created by an independent 3rd-party consultant (paid for with our tax dollars), choosing instead to put forth its own plans. The plans, particularly plans 3 and 3R, also violated officially published School Board policy (such as a one mile walk zone for high school students) as well as a set of “non-negotiables” that the School Board had established after soliciting community input prior to devising the redistricting plans. This meant that there was potential for an administrative law complaint based on the capricious behavior of the School Board. Such a complaint would likely appeal to the broader community, many of whom had felt unfairly targeted at various stages in the process. Such an appeal, we felt, would more likely persuade bystanders to become adherents or even constituents, and might galvanize a broader segment to act for change, for example, in electing new School Board members. However, legal advisors did not view this as a feasible process. PILCOP was not interested
in this claim, as it was not compatible with their mission and their decisions regarding the allocation of precious resources, in contrast to the race-based discrimination argument. Our private attorney, on the other hand, thought that this argument was not likely to have much traction as the School Board enjoys a high level of discretion. Even if it would, he counseled that this would be a lengthier process and harder to prove and time did not work on our side.

VIII. Legal Action as Conferring Legitimacy

Although this is not always stated, one of the advantages of legal action is the way it can appear to legitimate claims. In the case of South Ardmore, it appeared to give credence to our claims by elevating them above what might otherwise be seen as personal gripes. It did so in several ways. First, it provided an acknowledgement that someone outside of our community viewed our claim as having some merit. The subjective sense of unfair treatment and the disparate impact on racial and ethnic minorities and those of lower socio-economic standing are deeply
troubling, particularly in light of the historic targeting of these groups in prior redistricting. The imprimatur of PILCOP, which was highly selective in the cases it takes and had been supported in part by a grant from the California based Impact Fund, gave additional weight to claims of racism. Such claims have been viewed as highly suspect in an area that is largely liberal, with a majority Democratic School Board. Even opponents to Plan 3 were careful in asserting that it did not believe that the School Board members were intentionally racist. PILCOP’s involvement was also viewed as supporting the arguments of South Ardmore residents because of PILCOP’s representation of African American residents of South Ardmore in the Blunt litigation. The aggregation of cases gave added substance to community claims. Although PILCOP did not ultimately represent the residents officially, submission of a written opinion and their continued counsel helped us, as residents, to continue to believe in the validity of our claim. PILCOP, for their part, were also
strengthened by the emergence of a pattern. There has been some overlap in the interested parties, and many believed that institutional, if not intentional, racism is evidenced in what they saw as a pattern, which also belies the notion that the complaints were petty. I have documented similar phenomenon among legal services lawyers and clients, in which each side helps to construct a narrative of right and wrong that is legitimate in the eyes of the public through their mutual creation and support of cognizable legal claims.\textsuperscript{94}

Legal action has also been seen by social movement actors as a way to force public discussion where it has otherwise been shunted aside. As reported, LMVUE members believed that the School Board was not listening. After the decision had been made, this avenue was arguably exhausted. Print and television media coverage had not had an impact, nor did editorials, picketing, or outreach to elected officials and we received no acknowledgement by the School Board. Media coverage had also moved on, other
subjects came up to be covered, and no new arguments were being made. Legal action was a seen as an opportunity to force a court to hear our case. It was also a way to force the School Board to engage with us, even if it was in a mediated setting. This is similar to the process that early advocates of same sex marriage used in the late 1970s, when the public agenda was not focusing on this, nor would gay rights organizations touch it for strategic reasons. Couples wishing to marry engaged private lawyers to bring suit. The courts had to engage with the substance of the argument; the relevant government officials were called to give an accounting, and gay men and lesbians and their advocates across the country were able to reference these cases. The cases had symbolic importance for participants as well as for others seeking similar redress across the country.

The symbolic importance of legal tactics can also be its galvanizing effect. In our community, as the redistricting decision was made, interest was flagging. This was due in part to our lack of success.
It was also a product of limited resources that indigenous community efforts often have, with no paid organizers, no resources, and no organizational infrastructure. Time also drained organizing efforts in other ways. Specifically, the School Board decision affects children who are transitioning from middle school into high school and this process was beginning at the same time as the decision was made. This left some parents who had been adversely affected in the unfortunate position of having to make decisions based on the adoption of the slightly amended Plan 3R and counsel their children on a reality that they opposed. Some preferred to stop fighting in order to have certainty for their family and their children. Many also felt the need to expend any extra efforts in trying to understand how the transition would work and feared that their input into transition would be stymied if they were viewed by the School District as troublemakers. Some were just plain tired of fighting. We hoped that legal action would give rise to renewed media coverage, provide
some hope for recourse, and validate the work of community activists. Legal action was viewed as a way to bide us a bit more time to regroup and some necessary inspiration.

**IX. Community Organizing and Legal Tactics: Community Voices**

John Calmore asks whether “fluency with the law” is helpful or harmful. He and his students “struggle with this question.” I believe this question has no one answer. Like any other tool, law can be used to the benefit of community organizing or to its detriment; it may often be both simultaneously. We have different visions of what benefit is, to whom, and over what time frame. This can be the crux of the matter. Social movements and social movement organizations, particularly at the local community level, vary in power, homogeneity of participants, goals, and comfort with methods. Our group was not poor, but it did have limited fiscal and time resources. It was also relatively powerless vis-à-vis the establishment it challenged, and thus shared much
In this analysis, legal action has more in common with community organizing than it does in most portrayals written by lawyers. Community organizing in the Alinsky model\textsuperscript{99} seeks to understand and then leverage power in support of a cause. It is conflictual more than conciliatory, but is more strategic than ideological in choice of method, insofar that community organizers seek to examine what will most benefit the cause rather than eschew certain forms of playing politics if they deem these, overall, to be to their benefit. Most community organizing efforts employ power analysis, which involves assessing where the levers of power are in a given struggle and how might these most effectively be pushed.\textsuperscript{100} The case study and analysis presented here suggests that those indigenous community organizers who chose to use legal actions are equally strategic. Whether or not a community organization engages lawyers and how, are decisions likely to be considered
carefully and strategically; they should not be assumed to be the product of a naïve or ill-informed understanding of the legal process. Although our group may not be representative, the proliferation of inventive and resourceful strategies suggests that community organizations can think creatively about how to shape legal action. Reports of lawyers who wish to engage with community organizers in these endeavors, such as those described by Sameer Ashar in the work of innovative clinics at law schools, point to the readiness of lawyers to accept the challenges of working with community groups in a changing social, economic, and legal landscape. These reports recognize that lawyers and community organizations can work together to challenge power, and that community groups are more attuned to complex power dynamics and opportunities for resistance than has been previously acknowledged.

Community organizers need to know the way in which conflicting interests might constrain the activities of lawyers, and what are the goals and
commitments that might compete with their interests as individual clients. Lawyers can assist advocates by informing them of such commitments. Advocacy groups, if they are fortunate to have choices, should weigh the extent to which they are willing to risk the clash of goals when hiring a lawyer. It should be noted that while such clashes might be most likely to occur with public interest law practices, they can also occur with lawyers in private practice who may be acting as cause lawyers, as was the case with Sarah Weddington’s representation of Norma McCrae in *Roe v. Wade*. Lawyers and organizers also should be cognizant of the potential for mutually beneficial relationships, and willingness to explore possible payoffs. Lastly, organizers and lawyers can envision different strategies to assist each other that may stop short of official representation. These can contribute to more long-term working relationships that enhance mutual benefits over time.

Many of the portrayals of lawyers in the literature pay more attention to dependence on lawyers
than to the mutual benefit that lawyers and community organizations can provide each other. There is too much focus on the power struggle as if that is always the biggest problem between lawyer and client, when it might be more fruitful to explore the collaborative work of lawyers and clients to challenge injustice and oppression. How can they use mutual power or how can they benefit each other? We should not underestimate what community groups can do for lawyers. Lawyers who see their work as part of some greater good derive sustenance and inspiration from their work with community organizations or social movements, even dormant or nascent ones. Groups that are well-established can provide lawyers with a training ground and a respected client; a “real movement” provides lawyers with credibility. Nor should we underestimate the savvy of community groups and their strategic understanding of why they need a lawyer, as well as the dangers that lawyers and legal tactics bring. Just because groups turn to lawyers, it does not mean that they believe that the law can solve
problems. Indeed, many may agree with legal scholars that law may not be the best solution.105

As an academic and educator, it is tempting to offer a neat and well-organized summary of recommendations. Many of the articles cited here offer creative suggestions that provide a useful repertoire of practice and approaches. Instead, I offer an anti-summary; one that refuses to give pat suggestions and models, but forces us all to reflect deeply on the impact of legal tools when used in community organizing. From the perspective of a community member, the only rule that makes sense is a willingness to suspend any rules or preconceived notions of what kind of lawyering or collaboration is appropriate. This may even mean accepting a practice that appears to work against the goals of community organizing in some broad or theoretical sense. Instead we must ask: What makes sense to this community? What makes sense in this context? The largest source of disempowerment and oppression might be outside, not within, the relationship of a
community organization’s work with a lawyer. The context of indigenous community efforts makes a difference to the community that continues to exist after the problem is resolved. The community itself must be sustainable in the face of conflicts between indigenous organizers and others within their community. Indigenous community organizing perspectives demand critical examination of the dynamics of power, strategy, risks, benefits and goals in any particular organizing effort. This is a democratic project with no clear end point; all decisions must be viewed as provisional, open to continuous reexamination and renegotiation.
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